Dear Potential RISE faculty (PI),

We are pleased to announce this call for applications for the 2019 CNAS Scholars Summer Research Fellows. This Research Fellows Program is a part of the Research in Science and Engineering (RISE) Program. RISE is a 10-week (June 24-Aug. 30, dates tentative) Summer research program designed to prepare participants for graduate and professional study by providing valuable research experiences, training, seminars and multiple workshops aimed at better preparing scientists.

The RISE program is 40 hours/week and requires students to do research with a STEM faculty member on campus. Along with the research, students attend a training boot camp, professional development workshops, and faculty brown bags (which take a couple of hours each week). Students are required to find their own faculty (PI) to work with, submit an application, faculty letter of support, and 2-3 page double-spaced proposal of the summer research they intend on doing.

Students are provided with a stipend of $5,000 for their work in the program. PIs will be provided with $500 S&E funds for the summer. At the end of the summer, students present their findings in either a PowerPoint or Poster Session at the RISE symposium.

RISE applications are due by Friday, April 5. If you would like more information, you can view our website: http://cnasscholars.ucr.edu/RISE.html

Thank you for considering the possibility of mentoring a CNAS student.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Coplea, Ed.S.          Jaron Paschke, M.A.
CNAS Scholars Coordinator       CNAS Scholars Asst. Coordinator